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Executive Summary

Introduction
Fund managers face numerous challenges in today’s
increasingly complex investing and operating environment.
Operational issues, specifically when properly understood and
managed, help efficiency. As managers consider the stakes
for sustained growth, outsourced shadow-accounting as an
extension of in-house operations provides access to an array
of capabilities that are increasingly seen as critical to mid-sized
and large hedge fund operations. These capabilities and their
benefits are detailed in this paper.

What challenges or opportunities
has your shadow-accounting
provider helped you address, and
how did they help you?

“The two main areas are systems
implementation and internal
reconciliation processes. The
team has been dynamic in helping to both identify and solve
problems we have had along
the way with our projects. Their
knowledge and experience of the
products, processes and systems
have been instrumental in helping us meet our deadlines.”
– CFO at a $2 billion hedge fund

Opportunities to build scalability
Due to increased asset and strategy complexity executed by fund managers, certain hedge funds that rely solely on traditional fund administrators
and in-house shadow-accounting are potentially sacrificing opportunities
to build scalability, run their businesses more efficiently, and differentiate
themselves. In addition, by simply relying on in-house and current fund
administrator models, these managers may not convey the kind of transparency that satisfies both regulators and attracts wary institutional investors who have rigorous due diligence processes. The traditional in-house
process varies widely depending on automation, complexity and capacity.
As such, agility via customized operations in the pursuit of alpha generation is the challenge faced by the modern hedge fund.
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Executive Summary

Information integrated in day-to-day operations
Shadow-accounting has moved beyond the simple verification of Net
Asset Value (NAV). Outsourcing the in-house accounting function, in
part or full, is increasingly recognized as bringing significant value to the
business via automation and best industry practices which may not be in
the purvey of internal teams, principally because the shadow provider
performs these practices across various managers and funds. By
institutionalizing the process and data in the complex ecosystem of the
post-trade lifecycle, a hedge fund can turn data into customized information
that is integrated in its daily operations. While an in-house shadowaccounting unit could conceivably produce the information that is needed
to run the business and satisfy both investors and regulators, a hedge
fund’s internal systems may lack the capability to present all the necessary
data in agnostic formats for the consumption of any number of parties.

Shadow-accounting firms turn the
increasingly complex ecosystem of
post-trade lifecycle data…

INTO neatly normalized, customized information that increases a
manager’s capacity to add new funds, structures, assets and overlay both
business and investment intelligence tools.

Customized reporting to assist traders and CFOs
Improving the probability of outperformance frequently depends on access
to quality historical and current information during the trading, valuation, and
accounting of a firm’s holdings. Instant access to reliable customized reports
from a neatly normalized central repository assists the front-office in comparing the pros and cons of trades on the various exchanges worldwide. In
addition, Chief Financial Officers (CFOs) typically seek collateral and margin
pricing information from region-to-region to fund trades most cost-effectively,
which requires quickly aggregating information from multiple sources.
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Executive Summary

Daily outsourced shadow automated reports include:

Dailies / Intraday Reports
Activity / Deliverable

Local

SHADOW-ACCOUNTING REPORTING
				

T+0

Trade Recapitulation

EOD

Trade Confirms Status

EOD

Profit and Loss

EOD

				

T+1

Position Appraisal

8:00 AM

Profit and Loss

8:00 AM

Corporate Actions

8:00 AM

Prime Broker / Custodian / Counterparty Reconciliations

T+1

•

Prime Broker Position Reconciliation

8:00 AM

•

Prime Broker Cash Reconciliation

8:00 AM

– OTC Position Reconciliation

8:00 AM

– OTE Reconciliation

8:00 AM

Break resolution updates

Intraday

OTHER MIDDLE OFFICE REPORTING
Collateral Management

T+1

•

Margin call summary

9:00 AM

•

Detailed margin computation (Security Level)

9:00 AM

– Counterparty reconciliation

10:00 AM

– Pledge analysis

2:00 PM

OTC Settlement Reporting

S-1

Settlement Wire Package

S

Prime Broker Margining

T+1

Stock Borrow Report

T+1

T: Trade day, S: Settlement day
EOD: End of day, OTC: Over-the-counter, OTE: Open-trade equity
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Executive Summary

Immediate proficiency in a new asset classes is possible
The benefits of outsourcing shadow-accounting are apparent when the
growth and diversification in a hedge fund inherently leads to more complexity. As a simple example, if immediate proficiency in a new asset class
is required, the manager can rely on outsourced shadow-accounting firms
with efficiency developed over time that have covered the entire breadth
and depth of the market for a number of funds. A good provider has
invested heavily in people, technology, and training – with the costs
spread across multiple clients – so there is no learning curve to overcome. Accounting for a new asset class can begin almost immediately.
Traditional fund administrators can provide some but not the full depth
and breadth of what managers require – because the fund administration
model was not designed to address the full complexity of the environment
in which modern managers now find themselves.

Shadow-accounting Firm

Efficiency: have you become back office heavy?
Outsourcing also negates the need for the hedge fund to invest in
infrastructure and headcount, ongoing integration, and other technology
projects, thereby increasing capacity to add new funds, structures, or
assets and to overlay business and investment intelligence tools on their
proprietary data. Often in-house shadow-accounting relies heavily on
Excel and other proprietary workarounds, and although it may involve
more sophisticated systems, additional challenges may still exist even
when sophisticated accounting platforms are present. A CFO could once
get by with a one-person shadow-accounting staff, although today’s
shadow-accounting departments may have up to 40 members at the
larger firms. Hedge funds that rely solely on their internal staff are missing
the opportunity to make major gains in operational efficiency in addition
to delivering their very best to their front office staff, clients, prospects
and regulators.
6
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Has your business become middle and back office heavy?

Executive Summary

Consistency, Control, Reliability = Better Intelligence
Swiftness is another challenge of the modern hedge fund. A portfolio
consisting of complex asset classes and strategies breeds a deeper and
broader level of complexity, especially when those in the front office need
critical information at their fingertips in a readily available, user-friendly format.
Operationally, such funds must be able to swiftly generate and disseminate
the information vital for informed strategy calibrations appropriate to any
market condition. Often without outsourcing, information is produced for
reporting transparency in single outputs in a linear fashion. With the outsourced shadow-accounting firm the same reporting is cyclical, customized
and swiftly produced for better business and investment intelligence.

Often, reporting outputs are created in specific formats for one party and are not usable for internal consumption or by other
parties. Furthermore, outsourcing helps a manager become a consumer of information rather than a producer of data.
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Checklist for picking an outsourced shadowaccounting firm
The right outsourced shadow-accounting firm can boost a hedge
fund’s bottom line. Here’s what you should look for in your outsourced
shadow-accounting firm:

ü Knowledge of the major relevant software options
ü	Familiarity with the ins and outs of trading in markets around
the world

ü	Experience with the most common errors made by prime
brokers and fund administrators

ü	Capacity to bring new clients on board without
disrupting operations

ü Ability to integrate with the hedge fund’s culture
ü Expertise in the valuation of complex, exotic instruments.
As competition has increased for institutional assets, consideration of
outsourced shadow-accounting capability is becoming a “must have”
especially for the funds between $1bn and $10bn. The ability to shadow
is in fact a necessary capability for firms to attract certain types of capital,
to manage ongoing operations, and to secure growth over time.

What has been the most
positive surprise or unexpected
benefit of working with your
outsourced shadow firm?

Customized Shadow-accounting Improves Scalability, Transparency,
and Differentiation.

“It has helped to improve the
quality of our team, as they get
to work alongside the shadow
firm’s knowledgeable staff,
who can teach them about the
systems and the overall process.”
– CFO at a $2 billion hedge fund

8
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OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY:
Customized Outsourced Shadow-accounting improves Scalability,
Transparency, and Differentiation in the Modern Hedge Fund

Hedge funds that rely solely on traditional fund administrators and inhouse shadow-accounting are missing out. They’re sacrificing opportunities to differentiate themselves and run their businesses more efficiently,
build scalability, and provide the kind of transparency that satisfies regulators and attracts wary institutional investors. Even the very largest hedge
funds struggle to justify the expense of the vast internal staff required to
fill the gap between traditional fund administrators’ services and the
operational quality needs of the modern complex hedge fund. As such,
agility via customized operations in the pursuit of alpha generation is the
challenge of the modern hedge fund.
Over the past decade, and in particular following the financial crisis,
there has been a substantial shift toward the adoption of “outsourced
shadow-accounting” as a business solution that goes beyond the simple
Outsourced shadow-accounting
provides access to the a fully
integrated platform for
reconciliation, trade support,
valuations, and daily reporting.

production of a shadow NAV. Outsourced shadow-accounting provides
fund managers with the ability to access the enhanced functionality of an
established and fully integrated platform to address needs such as reconciliation, trade support, valuations, and daily internal reporting requirements.

Hedge funds must change to prepare for their future
Increased complexity and greater demand for transparency and oversight
are the key reasons why hedge funds should change the way they manage their data. Historically, hedge funds have dealt with these challenges
by creating internal shadow-accounting units or by relying on an external
fund administrator’s additional services. However, even funds with so…funds with sophisticated internal
shadow-accounting capabilities are
moving toward outsourcing as a
means to validate their fund
administrators’ “version of the truth”.

phisticated internal shadow-accounting capabilities are moving toward
outsourcing as a means to validate their fund administrators’ “version of
the truth.” They see that doing so allows them to focus on their core capabilities while benefiting from the specialized expertise and industry-wide
perspective of an outsourced shadow-accounting firm. At the other
end of the spectrum, hedge funds that have relied solely on third-party

9

fund administrators find that outsourced shadow-accounting gives them
data they couldn’t access otherwise—at least not in such detail or with
such timeliness.

Complexity vs. operational efficiency and alpha
Swiftness is a challenge of the modern hedge fund. A portfolio consisting of complex asset classes and strategies breeds a level of complexity
that tests the aptitude of operations and accounting personnel and their
…funds must be able to swiftly
generate and disseminate the
information vital for making
informed strategy calibrations
appropriate to any market condition.

systems, especially when those in the front office need critical information
at their fingertips in a readily available, user-friendly format. Operationally,
such funds must be able to swiftly generate and disseminate the information vital for making informed strategy calibrations appropriate to any
market condition.

Delays in reporting and accounting
“We’ve found that a lot of
service providers are very good
with one thing but don’t service
multiple systems, and many of
them are focused on particular
types of funds. While nobody is
100%, there was a high degree
of certainty we would get to
where we needed to be with the
expertise of the shadow firm—
and without having to have
two or three providers. Fewer
vendors to manage makes a
huge difference for us.”
– CFO at a $2 billion hedge fund

Hedge funds have moved beyond the traditional long-only and long-short
investments to embrace increasingly complex asset classes. This evolution
has increased the demand on business operations and tests their capability
to feed the increased demand for intelligence information during the trading,
valuation, and accounting of a firm’s holdings. Often, portfolio managers
will move to new asset classes and opportunities before the business is
able to set up the appropriate mechanisms to handle them internally. This
often leads to a delay in reporting and accounting while the business team
catches up, resulting in reactive rather than a proactive approach to the
book of business.
Improving the probability of outperformance frequently depends on
access to quality historical and current information. Instant access to
reliable proprietary reports and information assists front-office traders in
comparing the pros and cons of trades on the various exchanges worldwide. In addition, CFOs typically seek collateral and margin pricing information from region to region to fund trades most cost-effectively, which
requires quickly aggregating information from multiple sources. The same
is true when a firm has a choice of prime brokers from which to borrow
shorts. Together, the decisions influenced by these variables help increase
the likelihood that firms will execute trades on advantageous terms.

Timely valuations and counterparties
Timely valuations are important because they influence a hedge fund’s
investment and trading decisions. The firm may hold too much collateral
because it doesn’t have up-to-date valuations. Or it may miss a great
opportunity, thinking there are not enough funds available. Similarly, when
a hedge fund receives a margin call, the CFO needs to know whether the

10
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firm’s prime broker or counterparty is correct in making that call. Valuations are also critical to ensure NAV integrity in confirming a counterparty’s
model (when inspecting collateral and margin requirements) and validating

…CFO needs to know whether the
firm’s prime broker or counterparty
is correct in making that call.

a fund administrator’s model. By its nature, valuation is a baseline calculation dependent on many factors, including market closing, snap times,
interest rate curves, currency, regulations, and tax treatment that may vary
by jurisdiction. There is little tolerance for error. What might be manageable at a rate of 20 trades per day can become a nightmare when trades
number in the thousands in rapidly moving markets. Yet, that’s when accuracy and timeliness can have the greatest impact on profitability. Errors

What might be manageable at
a rate of 20 trades per day can
become a nightmare when
trades number in the thousands
in rapidly moving markets

measured in basis points can have a material impact.

The complex ecosystem of the post trade lifecycle

More complex structures for funds themselves, as well as the terms on
which investors participate, add another layer of intricacy to the picture.
Unlike mutual funds, which have a short menu of NAV calculations, hedge
funds are subject to myriad variations. Increasingly, hedge fund managers
are shadowing investor level NAV calculations, which can vary depending on the timing and size of the participant’s investment, investor type
(individual vs. family office vs. institution), whether an investment is in a

…investor level NAV calculations
can vary depending on “carveouts,” “side pockets” and many
other attributes…

so-called “carve-out” or “side pocket,” and many other attributes that
comprise the complex ecosystem of the post trade lifecycle.
Ultimately, timely and accurate information helps hedge funds to generate
alpha. Portfolio managers make more informed decisions when they can
closely track details of successful trades, the correlations they’ve shown,
and similar information that isn’t available—at least not reliably—when a
hedge fund depends solely on a fund administrator for data.

Operational Efficiency: Customized Outsourced Shadow-accounting improves Scalability, Transparency, and Differentiation in the Modern Hedge Fund

Portfolio managers make more
informed decisions when they can
closely track details of successful
trades, the correlations they’ve
shown, and similar information that
isn’t available—at least not reliably…
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Differentiation: Efficiency and controls attracts
institutional investors, satisfies regulators
Since the Madoff Investment Securities scandal, the importance of
transparency and quality of fund operations has increased for institutional
investors and regulators alike.
Operational quality is a major consideration when evaluating a new
manager. Institutional investors and consultants demand that potential
managers exhibit transparency in their books of business. Customization embedded into existing processes at a manager exhibit the level of
control, compliance and accessibility to records that investors seek. On
top of all the other expanding, complex considerations involved in the dayDiversifying tri-party collateral
agreements is another layer
of complexity that makes
customization and control
even more equivocal.

to-day management of a global hedge fund, managers are also required
to diversify their counterparty risk via multi-prime or tri-party collateral
agreements. This is yet another spreading layer of complexity that makes
customization and control even more equivocal for hedge funds.

Modernization involves the institutionalization of process and data into customized, scalable and neatly stored
information to improve business intelligence.

Institutional investors are asking for more information, and that information must be generated more frequently than annually, quarterly, or
even monthly. Investors want to see that hedge funds are using reliable
third-party valuations, are managing risk on a day-to-day basis (both
operational and portfolio), and are sticking within their investment guidelines. Investors also want to see that managers are making informed
decisions, so they seek access to reports—for example, reports on exposures over specific periods—to confirm that managers have access to the
data required for prudent risk management. All of this means that hedge
funds must display a high level of efficiency and control to satisfy potential
investors’ due diligence and must then provide updated information.

12
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The 2013 Advent® Users Group Survey shows that large institutional
investors are unlikely to choose managers who do not have a system of
record for their investment process. Findings indicate that three out of

…3 out of 4 investors want to
see research management
systems in place at the funds
they are considering.

four investors want to see research management systems in place at the
funds they are considering. Collaboration with an outsourced shadowaccounting firm as an extension of operations helps hedge fund
managers demonstrate solid operations, effective reporting, and comprehensive risk management. Achieving all this requires robust technical
substructures in addition to portfolio reporting and accounting systems—
all of which are critical when pitching for new assets.

…this requires robust
technical substructures in
addition to portfolio reporting
and accounting systems —
all of which are critical when
pitching for new assets.

Differentiation
Access to outsourced shadow-accounting best practices is a differentiating factor for managers. Ultimately, the benefit flows to institutional
investors as they compare and manage their investments with different
managers. Investors are constantly looking for inconsistencies, whether
from operations, accounting, documentation, or regulatory filings. Many
investors decide within the first hour of a pitch whether or not to continue
based solely on their intelligence and their experience in observing the
differences in operational quality from one manager to another. It is
sometimes difficult for a manager to have the necessary transparency

Many investors decide solely
on their intelligence and their
experience in observing the
differences in operational quality
from one manager to another.

with respect to competitors without the benefit of an outsourced shadowaccounting firm that helps multiple managers implement and run business
and investment intelligence tools.
Cyclical flows of information with the involvement of a shadow firm are more efficient when compared with the
linear flows without.

While an in-house shadow-accounting unit could conceivably produce the
information that is needed to run the business and satisfy both investors
and regulators, hedge funds may prefer the credibility and ease of using an
independent third-party source, which also allows them to focus on their

Operational Efficiency: Customized Outsourced Shadow-accounting improves Scalability, Transparency, and Differentiation in the Modern Hedge Fund
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Hedge funds may prefer the
credibility and ease of using an
independent third-party source,
which also allows them to focus
on their core business.

core business. A hedge fund’s internal systems may lack the capability to
present all the necessary data in agnostic formats for the consumption of
any number of parties. Often, reporting outputs are created in specific formats for one party and are not usable for internal consumption or by other
parties. Hiring personnel, investing in new technology, and keeping up with
best practices may not be the best use of resources when these functions
can be outsourced. Furthermore, outsourcing helps a manager become a
consumer of information rather than a producer of data.
Institutional due diligence is increasingly concerned with the condition of
middle and back offices.

…new clients benefit immediately
from the shadow accountant’s
experience with all the
usual requirements and
enhanced automated
processes around activities
of the post-trade lifecycle.

Juggling the competing needs of meeting growing demand, being
efficient, and being consistent, shadow-accounting providers have
developed best practices out of necessity. From their panoramic vantage
point of servicing multiple managers, shadow-accounting firms have the
advantage of seeing where such practices can save time and effort for
their clients. Thus, new clients benefit immediately from the shadow
accountant’s experience with all the usual requirements and enhanced
automated processes around activities of the post-trade lifecycle. This is

What challenges or opportunities
has your shadow-accounting
provider helped you address, and
how did they help you?

“The two main areas are systems
implementation and internal
reconciliation processes. The team
has been dynamic in helping to
both identify and solve problems
we have had along the way with
our projects. Their knowledge
and experience of the products,
processes and systems have been
instrumental in helping us meet
our deadlines.”
– CFO at a $2 billion hedge fund
14

due in part to their capacity for improved and detailed reporting, made
possible by the automation of manual procedures as well as the implementation of processes that address repeating issues across clients.
Outsourced shadow firms have a holistic view of middle and back office
operations and can apply best practices to all types of funds and strategies.
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This best application of process and customized technology leaves more
time for fund administrators to create solutions to recurring problems and
deliver exceptional service.

Outsourced shadow-accounting: automation,
technological sophistication, and capacity
The solution to the challenges mentioned above is most often called “outsourced shadow-accounting.” However, the solution delivers much more
than the traditional definition of shadow-accounting generally implies.
Traditional shadow-accounting originated as a simple check on the accu-

…“outsourced shadowaccounting” delivers much
more than the traditional
definition of shadow-accounting
generally implies.

racy of fund NAV calculations. Generally, it is considered a “do-over” by the
hedge fund CFO’s office of the calculations performed by the fund administrator. Focus on validation and assurance results in a higher confidence
level of the in-house books and records. However, the process varies widely
depending on a number of factors — automation, technological sophistication, size, budget, complexity and capacity. And, keeping up with complexity tends to drive up the costs of staffing and software development.
At many firms, shadow-accounting relies heavily on Excel spreadsheets,
while at others it involves sophisticated systems. The process as performed using Excel spreadsheets has drawbacks especially, as complexity
grows in a fund. It becomes more difficult—and risky—to rely on manual
manipulation within spreadsheets for shadow-accounting. The practice

The process varies widely
depending on a number
of factors— automation,
technological sophistication,
size, budget, complexity
and capacity.

introduces the risk of human error whereby data and formulas may be entered incorrectly, with no checks to identify these problems. Furthermore,
spreadsheets and other inadequate systems may not flag incorrect data
from automated feeds. Typically, there’s only one person who understands
any given spreadsheet. When that person leaves, valuable time and data
are lost.
Even when sophisticated accounting platforms and other resources are
available, there are still challenges. Internal departments may lack the
perspective that comes from using specialized software to process data
and trades on behalf of multiple clients. They may not know how to use
the software in the most efficient way for their purposes as each manager

…manual manipulation within
spreadsheets introduces the risk
of human error; data and formulas
may be entered incorrectly, with
no checks to identify when…

…an outsourced shadowaccounting provider knows
and implements industrywide best practices and uses
software in the most efficient
way for each manager…

is different. Incompatible systems may create redundancies and cause
problems. In contrast, an outsourced shadow-accounting provider knows
and implements industry-wide best practices.
Whereas a CFO could once get by with a one-person shadow-accounting
staff, today’s headcounts can run as high as 40. Once the staff count rises
beyond eight or nine people, there may be more shadow accountants
than traders. Even with larger staffs, valuation requires specialized expertise beyond what most companies can cost-effectively develop themselves.

Operational Efficiency: Customized Outsourced Shadow-accounting improves Scalability, Transparency, and Differentiation in the Modern Hedge Fund
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…internal shadow-accounting
can limit a “firm’s ability to
grow and offer new products,
to implement new strategies
and to enter new markets.”

Plus, developing these capabilities distracts companies from their focus.
As Ernst & Young has reported, internal shadow-accounting can limit a
“firm’s ability to grow and offer new products, to implement new strategies
and to enter new markets.”
Has your business become middle and back office heavy?

…relying solely on internal staff
amounts to nothing more than an
expense associated with running
two sets of books when they
could be boosting their firms’
operational efficiency and ability to
extract valuable information…

Most significantly, hedge funds that rely solely on their internal staff are
passing up the opportunity for major gains in operational efficiency, alpha,
and the ability to satisfy clients, prospects, and regulators around the
world. They are settling for shadow-accounting that’s all about books and
records and amounts to nothing more than an expense associated with
running two sets of books when they could be boosting their firms’ operational efficiency and ability to extract valuable information in the service of
investment alpha.

…bypass the heavy lifting work
that is automated at the provider
in favor of critical issues such
as better cash and collateral
management or portfolio financing.

With outsourced shadow-accounting, the CFO’s staff can focus on
tasks that contribute more to the hedge fund’s success. Staff members
can bypass the heavy lifting work that is automated at the provider in
favor of critical issues such as better cash and collateral management
or portfolio financing.

Outsourcing + shadow-accounting =
better business intelligence
The greatest value of outsourced shadow-accounting is its ability to supply and maintain an accurate inventory of data for a portfolio manager’s
data warehouse. This data warehouse, built through significant investment on the manager’s part, holds all of the hedge fund’s trade data in a
The healthier and more flexible
the data inventory, the more
useful and reliable it becomes
as an intelligence tool.

relational database, enabling powerful analysis. However, it is difficult for a
data warehouse to achieve unquestionable reliability using the post-trade
data provided by a traditional fund administrator; thus, it falls short of its
potential to be a true portfolio management tool. The healthier and more
flexible the data inventory within the warehouse, the more useful and
reliable it becomes as an intelligence tool.

16
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CFO COO Transparency into
running the business

Sample List of Reports
Sample List of Reports for to aid decisions in portfolio financing,
investment intelligence, and more:

Local

SHADOW-ACCOUNTING REPORTING
				
Trade Recapitulation
Trade Confirms Status
Profit and Loss

T+0
EOD
EOD
EOD
T+1
8:00 AM
8:00 AM
8:00 AM
T+1
8:00 AM
8:00 AM
8:00 AM
8:00 AM
Intraday

OTHER MIDDLE OFFICE REPORTING
Collateral Management
• Margin call summary
• Detailed margin computation (Security Level)
– Counterparty reconciliation
– Pledge analysis
OTC Settlement Reporting
Settlement Wire Package
Prime Broker Margining
Stock Borrow Report

T+1
9:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
2:00 PM
S-1
S
T+1
T+1

•	SQL Server Data Structure multi-dimensional data pool vs. two dimensional
spreadsheets.
– driven by complexity
–	where all the data sources are indexed
and linked to all others.
–	the warehouse environment then
pulls current data through and then
overlays intelligence tools to extract
business intelligence.
•	timely valuations, analyze return on cash,
financing, trade breaks, stock loan borrowing optimization, better risk tools, real
time currency pricing.
•	Beyond these requirements is the
warehouse, with it at the core, a robust
reporting environment is now available.

T: Trade day, S: Settlement day

Feeder Fund NAV
Master-Feeder Allocation
Shadow Feeder NAV Pack
Administrator Feeder NAV Pack
Compare with Administrator

critical to running the business of a modern
hedge fund. Some considerations include:

				
Position Appraisal
Profit and Loss
Corporate Actions
Prime Broker / Custodian / Counterparty Reconciliations
• Prime Broker Position Reconciliation
• Prime Broker Cash Reconciliation
– OTC Position Reconciliation
– OTE Reconciliation
• Break resolution updates

Master Fund NAV
Shadow NAV Pack
Administrator NAV Pack
Trial Balance Reconciliation
with Administrator
Break Resolution
NAV Approval
True up NAV

outside looking inwards, data warehousing
and scalable operational transparency are

Dailies / Intraday Reports
Activity / Deliverable

		
Month End
Activity / Deliverable

Aside from investors and regulators on the

Multi-Strategy
Master Fund
Business Day
BD5
BD5
BD6
BD6
BD7
BD7

Combined with an analytical overlay and
scenario analysis tools to view data from
every angle in myriads of combinations
allows the hypothetical situation to be
explained at various confidence intervals
and reliability.
•	Analytical Suites –breakdown for the
types of securities in a HF portfolio. We
see more managers concerned about
data warehousing as means to yield the

BD8
BD8
BD8
BD8

analytics or business intelligence tools to
drive alpha creation. The implementation
of data warehousing is an evolution, a
multi phased endeavor that brings ability

Investor Allocations
Perform Investor Allocations
Administrator Allocations Pack

BD9
BD9

to tie in valuations and risk tools. All to

Compare Administrator Allocations

BD9

ALPHA generation.
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The move from data producer to information consumer leaves capacity to focus on risk,
treasury and business intelligence.

Therefore, to implement warehousing internally, a manager requires a
steady flow of reliable data as well as the flexibility to make adjustments
in-house with full control of the books and records.
When hedge funds apply business intelligence tools to their data warehouses, they gain a better understanding of their cash and collateral
positions; can see where to finance trades, and more, see “Sample
List of Reports for to aid decisions in portfolio financing, investment
intelligence, and more”, p.17 for a list of relevant reports.
In addition, maintaining high-quality data in the data warehouse allows
…maintaining high-quality data allows
hedge funds to catch errors made
by traditional fund administrators
or prime brokers.

hedge funds to catch errors made by traditional fund administrators or
prime brokers. Hedge funds win when their outsourced shadow-accounting firm can tell them swiftly when a trade is broken. Without that kind of
service, it could take two to three days to get that information.
A good outsourced shadow-accounting firm helps hedge funds to grow.
When a hedge fund wants to add a new market, currency, or prime
broker, it can rely on the expertise its shadow-accounting firm has
developed in those areas while working on behalf of other clients. This
means the hedge fund doesn’t have to do its research from scratch or
learn through painful trial and error.
Using an outsourced shadow-accounting firm allows hedge funds to take

Outsourcing negates the need to
invest in infrastructure, software,
ongoing integration, and other
technology projects.

advantage of the economies of scale offered by a shared platform. The
outsourced provider can invest more heavily in operations, with the costs
spread across multiple clients. Outsourcing negates the need to invest in
infrastructure, software, ongoing integration, and other technology projects.
Outsourced shadow-accounting operations also help hedge funds with
business continuity planning and disaster recovery. In the event of a problem, hedge funds working with an outside firm won’t have to rely solely on
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their fund administrators to safeguard their data, because the data are also
available from the shadow-accounting firm. Such redundancy reassures
investors, helping hedge funds shine during institutional due diligence.

Less burden from operations infrastructure frees up capacity to expand.

…redundancy reassures investors,
helping hedge funds shine during
institutional due diligence.

What has been the most
innovative or helpful aspect of
your shadow firm’s service?

“The ability to scale the size
of the team and amount of
resources that we need based
on our project plan has
been a hugely helpful part of
the engagement.”
–– CFO at a $6 billion hedge fund

A closer look at how outsourced shadow-accounting
adds value
Let’s look at some examples of how outsourced shadow-accounting can
help hedge funds operate more efficiently while better serving clients and
improving marketing efforts. We’ll focus on:
•	
Straight-through processing—faster and better processes for hedge
funds.
•	
Better analysis of trade breaks—a skilled outsourced shadowaccounting provider will provide better, faster analysis of trade breaks.
•	
More accurate valuation—leverages the accounting firm’s valuation
to challenge or validate the fund administrator’s.
•	
Easier adoption of new technology—when it is ready to adopt new
technology a hedge fund can cut its need to invest in end-to-end systems.
•	
Scalability—rein in staffing and start using new asset classes,
take advantage of the asset-class expertise already developed by the
outsourced shadow-accounting firm in its work for other clients.

Top benefits of outsourced shadow-accounting
Straight-through processing
Straight-through processing, the ability to process transactions without
manual intervention, is commonly provided by outsourced shadow-
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accounting firms. Removing the need for manual intervention speeds up
the process, reduces errors and allows–
•	Enhanced visibility into daily operations
•	In-house books eliminates the dependency on Fund Administration
data for warehouse and risk purposes
•	Daily 3 way reconciliations provides greater degree of visibility and
control on operations
•	Facilitates easy identification of differences with Fund Administration
•	Daily monitoring mitigates adjustment to Weekly NAV Estimates
•	Streamlines the month end NAV review process
•	Straight Through Processing – enhances efficiency and reduces
operational risk

Shadow-accounting Firm

…outsourced shadow-accounting
provides better, faster analysis
of trade breaks, where errors lie
and focus on break resolution…

…accurate valuations must look at
whether the pricing policy has
been followed down to the details…

Better analysis of trade breaks
A skilled outsourced shadow-accounting provider will provide better,
faster analysis of trade breaks. This sometimes results from the firm’s
aggregate knowledge of where errors lie and focus on break resolution
with counterparties.
More accurate valuation
When a hedge fund hires the right outsourced shadow-accounting firm, it
typically leverages the accounting firm’s valuation to challenge or validate
the fund administrator’s.
An investigation is key to this process, and must look at whether the
pricing policy has been followed down to the details in terms of the source
and time of the price (closing price vs. mid-price). Over-the-counter (OTC)
securities are trickier than listed securities because they have no universally agreed-upon price; the price depends on the source. Modeling and
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accounting for accrued interest on the securities can also cause
problems. Illiquid or thinly traded securities pose a challenge because
their pricing depends on the client’s policy on issues such as how many
days the pricing should go back or if it should rely on the bid and ask.
Additionally, these policies may vary depending on whether the fund has
a long or a short position.
Improved accuracy is important because accurate information affects
the NAV as well as the gross asset value (GAV) that is charged to new
investors in the fund.

Easier adoption of new technology
Hedge funds sometimes turn to outsourced shadow-accounting firms when
they’re ready to adopt new technology. For example, introducing Advent®
Geneva portfolio accounting software imposes a long learning curve. Hedge
funds can get up to speed much more quickly when they can exploit the
expertise of an outsourced shadow-accounting firm that has used Advent®
Geneva across a broad range of clients and asset classes.
Also, by using a shadow-accounting firm, a hedge fund can cut its need
to invest in end-to-end technology. For example, the fund might have its
own Geneva accounting software but rely on the shadow-accounting firm
for other aspects of its accounting and trade reconciliation.

Scalability
Hedge funds can rein in their staffing when they outsource their shadow-accounting. When an outsourced shadow-accounting firm provides
more reliable, timely data, the hedge fund doesn’t need as many employees to review that data. When hedge funds start using new asset classes,
they can take advantage of the asset-class expertise already developed
by the outsourced shadow-accounting firm in its work for other clients.
This makes for better trade processing, pricing, and reconciliation of those
asset classes because unlike the hedge fund’s staff, the shadow accountant has done it all before. Similarly, as the requirements of the DoddFrank Act shift certain derivatives from bilateral OTC clearance to a central
clearinghouse, hedge funds can benefit from the outsourced shadow
accountant’s knowledge of where trade breaks are likely to occur.

Hedge funds can get up to speed
much more quickly when they can
exploit the expertise of an outsourced shadow-accounting firm.

“And they’ve helped us meet the
challenge of implementing
Geneva. After a conversation
with a shadow firm with
expertise in Geneva, we thought
through what we needed to
accomplish and found that the
shadow firm’s offering was even
more appealing.”
– CFO at a $8 billion hedge fund

…makes for better trade processing,
pricing, and reconciliation of those
asset classes because unlike the
hedge fund’s staff, the shadow
accountant has done it all before
and hedge funds can benefit
from the outsourced shadow
accountant’s knowledge of where
trade breaks are likely to occur.

Case study: How outsourced shadow-accounting
adds value at the investor level for hedge funds with
complex structures
Challenge: allocation complexity from numerous structures
A hedge fund with a complex fund and fee structure and diverse investments experienced challenges in generating timely and accurate NAVs
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Onboarding: When you’re
ready to start, onboarding lays
the foundation
During the onboarding process, the out-

allocations manually because of the fund’s complexities, such as its
mix of public and private investments, including real estate and private
equity. The fund’s group portfolio, which consolidated various portfolios

sourced shadow-accounting firm develops

underneath it, included:

its understanding of the hedge fund’s needs

•	Hundreds of investors who invested at different times but who didn’t

to create the structure and guidelines by

participate in all investments, which led to the creation of almost 50

which it will provide services to the hedge

side pockets apiece for real estate and private equity.

fund. Having built this foundation, the outsourced shadow-accounting firm can then
increase the accuracy and timeliness of data
in line with the hedge fund’s requests.
Hedge funds typically hire an outsourced
shadow-accounting firm because they want
to upgrade their technology or processes. To
ensure this goes smoothly, the shadow-accounting firm collects detailed information
about the hedge fund’s objectives, so it can
create an effective file structure and work
flow. Then, there’s a test phase before the
process goes live.
During the information collection phase, the
shadow-accounting firm learns as much as
it can about the hedge fund’s needs and
objectives. Such information includes:
•	The chart of accounts that will flow into
the trial balance.

•	Approximately a dozen legal entities, including a small number of
standalone funds, a master-feeder structure with an offshore holding
company, and trading investment subsidiaries set up to take advantage
of tax treaties.
•	A complex fee structure, including clawback provisions for incentive
fees that were assessed as of different months for different groups
of investors.

Solution: affordable customization leads
to automation
The outsourced shadow-accounting firm
customized its software to automate the
economic partnership allocation necessary
to calculate NAVs. Standard or off-the-shelf
software couldn’t have achieved this automation, which was possible only because the
firm used its proprietary technology and was
therefore able to customize the software’s source code. This degree of
automation would be too expensive for any single hedge fund to achieve
with in-house shadow-accounting and prepackaged technology.

•	Desired file formats.

To capture historical data, the outsourced shadow-accounting firm

•	Accounting methodology and pricing

created a data warehouse to house all the relevant data generated since

policy for each asset class, including data

the fund’s inception. This allowed the firm to generate reports for periods

sources and thresholds for discrepancies.

prior to its engagement by the hedge fund. As a result, it could provide

•	Which data source the hedge fund would
like to rely on if there’s a discrepancy in
valuations.
•	How the shadow-accounting firm will gain
access to the necessary data, whether
it’s through client technology or directly
from the fund administrator; data may
be emailed or come via a file transfer
protocol (FTP).
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and investor-level performance reports. The fund administrator handled

detailed investor reports from inception to the present. It could also
respond in a timely manner to investor inquiries about historical periods.

Result: better client service, improved accuracy, and reduced
errors boost credibility
The hedge fund now has more confidence in its NAVs and can respond
more quickly to investor requests for information such as returns on specific investments or over specific periods. Reports that would have taken a
few days to run using Excel spreadsheets are now completed in 30 to 45
minutes. In addition, automation has removed the potential for mistakes
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introduced by manual intervention. It also makes it easier to identify errors

•	The list of deliverables and deadlines,

by the fund administrator, a practice that wasn’t practical when the fund’s

including the desired frequency for

accounting was shadowed in-house.

reconciliation and NAV calculations; the

Complex structures aren’t the only challenge that outsourced shadowaccounting eases for hedge funds. Another benefit is preventing excess
margin calls.

Preventing excess margin calls: The outsourced shadow-accounting firm’s role in collateral management
Managing collateral is essential to a hedge fund in a multi-Prime and
tri-party environment where good collateral management is complex
and more critical than ever. Counterparties demand larger amounts of
collateral, and transactions involve more of them. An outsourced shadow-accounting firm’s sophisticated technology and broad knowledge
of counterparties can help hedge funds navigate these challenges.
When delivering alpha depends on a small number of basis points,
handling this complexity most efficiently can have a material impact on
the hedge fund’s returns.
When a counterparty does the calculations, it may be biased and call
more than the amount to which it is entitled. Shadow accountants can
help hedge funds by confirming that these three types of collateral
calculations are done correctly:
1. Initial collateral, also known as initial margin
2.	Amount paid to the hedge fund when the value of the collateral rises
3.	Calls paid to counterparties triggered by changes in the collateral’s
valuation, also known as variation margin.
Checking for accuracy in margin calls depends on understanding the
thresholds for collateral valuation—and understanding when those
thresholds need to be adjusted. Thresholds vary by product and by
market, with the tightest thresholds for traditional securities and developed markets, where they can run four to five basis points because
bid-ask spreads typically run three to four basis points. For exotic OTC
instruments, thresholds can range as wide as 40 to 50 basis points.
When hedge fund managers lack adequate technology and processes,

frequency can be as often as daily. With
daily reconciliations, the hedge fund does
not have to wait until the month’s end to
sort through all the problems that have
cropped up during the month.
•	Special requirements. While shadow
accountants offer standard packages, they also offer customization. For
example, instead of just basic monthly
reconciliations, the hedge fund may want
accrual reconciliations at the balance
sheet level, reconciliation for the income
statement, and reconciliation for each
dividend with securities. Some hedge
funds request cash projections to help
them plan their cash flow.
•	Ideal process for resolving problems. For
example, will problems be discussed at
a certain time daily with a follow-up call
later the same day or the next day?
Typically, when outlining its requirements,
the hedge fund builds on the understanding
of the shadow accountant’s capabilities
that it acquired during due diligence. In
this phase, the hedge fund reviews sample
reports and gets a sense of how the shadow
accountant resolves issues. Problem resolution is one area where outsourced shadow-accounting often improves the timeliness
and quality of information. Hedge funds often
question the shadow-accounting firm about
how it deals with problems encountered by
its client funds.

these limitations hamper their ability to check margin call numbers. The
technology to value OTC trades daily can become critical to their business. Depending on their size, hedge funds may be limited to data from
their own experience, unlike a shadow-accounting firm, which typically
views similar securities across multiple sets of books.
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Coexistence: Can outsourced
shadow-accounting and
traditional fund administrators
coexist?

Seeing multiple sets of books across clients helps shadow-accounting
firms to identify patterns; they can tell if valuations are diverging because
of market volatility. They know if certain counterparties consistently rely on
inaccurate valuations. They also have the perspective to recognize when

An outsourced shadow-accounting firm can

thresholds are changing.

potentially provide all the services associated

The sheer number and complexity of counterparties presents a further

with traditional fund administrators. However,

challenge to hedge funds that check collateral calculations on their own.

hedge funds and their clients tend to find

Whereas a hedge fund might once have dealt with perhaps two or three

comfort in working with “big name” fund

counterparties, today it may deal with 20 counterparties scattered around

administrators. This won’t change overnight.

the world. As part of their risk-reduction efforts, hedge funds are also now

Hedge funds can work with both a tradi-

engaging in more complex transactions than previously, such as tri-party

tional fund administrator and an outsourced
shadow-accounting provider. Such providers generally offer a menu of options (see
table on opposite page) to complement the
traditional fund administrator’s services. The
outsourced provider becomes a useful check
on the fund administrator’s work while providing services that boost the hedge fund’s

agreements, where a fund trades with Firm A, has an agreement with Firm
B and places all of its initial collateral with Firm B, and pays variation
margin to Firm A. It’s time-consuming to track all the details involved in
such an agreement, but fortunately, it’s easy for an outsourced shadow-accounting firm with the latest technology and specialized expertise.
Accounting for the complexity of counterparties has increased with multiparty agreements.

operational efficiency and alpha.
If you’re ready to move beyond traditional
monthly fund administration, you may need
help identifying the right mix of services.
The matrix on page 25 will help you identify
what’s important to you and the type of firm
that can satisfy your needs.

If you’re ready to learn more
Moving to outsourced shadow-accounting lets hedge fund managers
focus on what they do best: managing money for a growing book of
clients. It spares them the need to develop their in-house systems and
related expertise. Instead, they can take advantage of an outsourced
shadow-accounting firm’s up-to-date technology and expertise informed
by experience across -the hedge fund industry.
If you’re ready to improve your firm’s operational efficiency and alpha
while attracting institutional investors and satisfying regulators, it’s time
to consider outsourced shadow-accounting. To learn more, please
contact us at http://www.viteos.com/contactus.php.
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Matrix of outsourced shadow-accounting and traditional fund administrators’ services
Traditional
Monthly Fund
Administration

Middle Office
“Shadow
Accounting”

Full Daily Fund
Administration

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Position & Market Value reconciliations PB, CP, FA

ü

ü

Cash reconciliation with PB, CP and/or Fund Admin

ü

ü

Services

Description

Operational –
Daily

Trade processing from Client OMS to Geneva
Pricing/Valuation based on Manager’s Valuation Policy
Corporate Actions Processing

Operational –
Monthly

ü

Break resolution & escalation

ü

ü

ü

Position & Market Value reconciliation PB, CP, FA

ü

ü

ü

Pricing/Valuation based on Manager’s Valuation Policy

ü

ü

ü

Cash reconciliation with PB, CP and/or Fund Admin

ü

ü

ü

Accruals for income and Expenses

ü

ü

ü

GAV/NAV compare with Fund Admin

Reporting –
Daily

Reporting –
Month End

ü

Calculation of GAV/NAV

ü

ü

ü

Management and Performance Fees computation

ü

OPTIONAL

ü

Investors Allocations

ü

OPTIONAL

ü

Cash/Trade Reconciliation Report

ü

ü

Positions, Market Value & Cash Recon PB, CP, FA

ü

ü

Held Positions & PNL Report

ü

ü

GAV and Performance Estimates Report

ü

ü

GAV Compare Report (with Fund Admin)

ü

Positions, Market Value & Cash Recon PB, CP, FA

ü

ü

ü

GAV/NAV Compare

ü

ü

ü

GAV/NAV and Performance

ü

ü

ü

Investment Profit and Loss

ü

ü

ü

Receivables/Payables (Dividend/Interest/Others)

ü

ü

ü

Due To/From Broker Report

ü

ü

ü

Portfolio Exposure Report and Attribution

ü

ü

ü

Tax Lot Appraisal

ü

ü

ü

Financial Statements

ü

ü

ü

Investors Allocations

ü

OPTIONAL

ü

Investor AML/KYC Documentation

ü

ü

Review, maintain custody of documentation

ü

ü

Registrar, transfer agent, maintain share registry

ü

ü

Subscriptions, transfers and redemptions

ü

ü

Treasury
Services

Operate fund bank account as authorized signatory

ü

ü

Wires for transfer of funds and expenses

ü

ü

Audit/Tax
Support

Liaise with auditors for year-end audit

ü

ü

Preparation of Financial Statements

ü

ü

Liaise with tax preparer for annual tax filings

ü

ü

Investor
Services

OMS: Order management system, PB: Prime broker, CP: Counterparty, FA: Fund administrator, AML: Anti-money laundering, KYC: Know your client
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About Us

VITEOS Fund Services, LLC
U.S.A
Tel: +1 732-356-1200

Our Best Thinking and Best Practices help
investment managers grow.

VITEOS Fund Services, LLC
New York
Tel: +1 646-861-3409

develop new strategies and enter new markets. We provide efficient services

VITEOS Fund Services
UK
Tel: +44 (0)20 7016 9170
VITEOS
Mumbai
Tel: +91 022 30952200

You want the scalability and flexibility to add new clients, gather new assets,
and knowledgeable people that make it possible, incorporating customized
processes and technologies that are fully integrated with your business.
Key facts:
• Founded in 2003
• 300+ professionals worldwide
• 24x7 operations
• Daily straight through processing
• $22+ billion in administration
• $55+ billion in assets serviced
• Serving 34 management companies with 70 funds
• Headquartered in New Jersey
• Branch offices in New York, London, Cayman Islands and Singapore
• Delivery centers in NY Metro, Mumbai and Bangalore
• Serving clients in North America, Europe, Far East and Asia Pacific
• 25% owned by Credit Suisse
• Audited by Ernst and Young (SSAE16)
We turn your data seamlessly into information from New York to Hong
Kong to Mumbai. We live and breathe the complexities of the post-trade
life cycle, leverage and risk management. We know how to account for
asset classes across the full spectrum of listed and private equities, fixed
income, derivatives, and strategies ranging from the conventional to the
exotic. Our solutions make advanced automation affordable without the
need to build expensive accounting and IT infrastructure.
Straight through processing means we work in real-time, and layers of
built-in redundancy and bandwidth promise security and reliability.
Mid-sized funds often reach a stage where they need a more sophisticated accounting solution, but don’t want the expensive distraction of
building their own proprietary infrastructure or a tedious implementation.
Viteos is strategically aligned with these firms.
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